Don’t talk to a VC about your business idea...**show them!**

**Hands-on Rapid Prototyping**

**THIS CLASS IS UNEQUIVOCALLY HANDS-ON:**
1. Every class: 5-minute hands-on innovation challenge
2. No case studies...just prototypes, market experiments & real-world customer feedback.
3. Class culminates in a PROTOTYPATHON!

**YOU WILL LEARN TO USE AND HAVE ACCESS TO:**
1. Hardware: 3D Modeling Software, 3D printers (5+)
2. Software: Launchrock / PoP App / Wix / Shopify / InVision
3. Expert guests from industry

---

EWMA290T-2 / MBA290T-2 Mon 6-9:30pm, 5 wks (3/30, 4/6, 4/13, 4/20, 4/27) iLab
UGBA190T-5 Mon 4-6pm, 8 wks (1/28, 2/3, 2/10, 2/24, 3/2, 3/9, 3/16, 3/30) iLab
iLab: I-Lab 124 Memorial Stadium | 1 unit (intensive) | Contact: chrisdmccoy@berkeley.edu
Learn More: https://prototype.berkeley.edu